


HiFi designs top-performing, ultra-sexy yet affordable 
road, mountain bike and cyclocross wheels for more 
inspired riding. Our durable, hand-built wheels can take 
punishment and help you to dish it out.
 
As passionate road and off-road riders and racers, 
we’ve ridden all kinds of wheels over the years—from 
kick ass to downright crappy. We build wheels that 
we’re excited to ride, week in and week out, in all kinds 
of conditions. You will be too. 

Whether you’re looking to nail the best line through a 
rock garden, scorch a time trial course or just make 
your daily commute more rock & roll, HiFi will get you 
there. 

DURABILITY



Hubs are at the center of HiFi’s wheels—literally and 
figuratively. The flagship Fidelity and Fidelity Disc 
hubs have flourished in scores of muddy ’cross races 
and grueling training rides, taking abuse galore. 
Tough as heavy metal, smooth as soul, as motivating 
as your favorite anthem.

All Fidelity hubs feature 11-speed freehubs: even 
our disc MTB models. Disc hubs also come with end 
caps to quickly convert from quick release to thru-
axle, front and rear. Freehub bodies for Campagnolo 
and SRAM XX1 are available.  

VERSATILITY



The Raleigh-HiFi team lit up ’cross courses 
throughout the Northwest and beyond, serving as 
invaluable beta testers. 

Anna Grace Christiansen (352) powers the three-
woman breakaway at the Tour of Gila on her EP 
tubulars.



HiFi’s first release was the MixMaster Aluminum Tubular, and it 
promptly won the Editors’ Choice award in Cyclocross Magazine! 
It’s a sub-1400g wheelset with a wide rim bed that mates up 
extremely well with cyclocross tubulars for a nimble but bombproof 
package. 

Our Extended Play CX Carbon Tubulars boast 39mm carbon 
rims and tip the scales at just 1270g for the true cyclocross 
audiophiles.

Both wheelsets come in either disc or rim brake configurations. 
The Fidelity Disc hubs include end caps for quick conversion to 
thru-axle, and for 2014 the non-disc builds feature revised ‘cross-
specific Fidelity hubs for even better bearing protection. Want 
tubeless? Our Hootenany 29ers are fat and fantastic!  

Our 26mm Hootenany Alloy and Session Carbon Tubeless 
mountain bike wheels are ready to jam on whatever terrain you 
choose—29er XC maestros and 650b rockers alike rejoice!

The Fidelity Disc hubs provide future-proofing, ready for 11 
speeds, but with a spacer for 9/10 speed setups. Thru-axle 
conversion caps are included.  

HiFi’s full arsenal of carbon wheels turn the dial for going fast. The 
1230g 39mm Extended Plays, 60mm Long Plays and 85mm 
8-Tracks deftly cover all terrains. But it’s the 23mm Aluminum 
Mix Tape lineup, from just $489, that are ride-ready for practically 
any gig, from training rides to races. 

*Coming late summer 2014: HiFi’s brand new 50mm Hit Single 
Carbon Clinchers are guaranteed to be an enduring classic! 

CYCLOCROSS

MOUNTAIN

ROAD



HiFi works with some of the best cycling manufacturers 
in the world to create our proprietary hubs and the 
best rims and spokes on the planet. 

Extensive testing then goes into every wheel design 
to ensure we’re producing fast, durable, lightweight 
wheels that will keep our customers spinning and 
smiling for miles to come. 



WEIGHT MSRP

Fidelity hubs: 18h front / 16:8 rear; CX Build: 24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear. 
Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Fidelity hubs with18h front / 16:8 rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Fidelity hubs with 18h front / 16:8 rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Fidelity or Fidelity disc hub builds available
Black / blue / red anodized rims available
24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Fidelity hubs with 18h front / 16:8 rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Stylus hubs with 24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear triple butted Pillar spokes
Front thru-axle end caps available.

Fidelity disc hubs with quick releases/ thru-axle caps
24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear Pillar Xtra 1422 spokes
XD freehubs available

Fidelity disc hubs with quick releases / thru-axle caps
24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes
XD freehubs available

Fidelity hubs with quick release / thru-axle caps
24h 2x front / 28h 3x rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes

Fidelity disc hubs with quick releases / thru-axle caps
24h 2x  front / 28h 3x rear Pillar Xtra 1422 spokes
XD freehubs available

EP 39mm 
Carbon Tubular

LP 60mm 
Tubular

8-Track 85mm 
TT Tubular

Mixmaster Alloy 
Tubular

Mix Tape SL 
28mm Alloy Light 
Build Clincher

Mix Tape 
Bomber 28mm 
Alloy Durable 
Build Clincher

Hootenany 
20mm Alloy 
MTB 29er / 650b 
Clincher Disc

Mix Tape Disc 
Brake 28mm 
Alloy Durable 
Build Clincher

EP 39mm 
Carbon Tubular 
DISC Brake

1230g

1440g

1520g

1400g

1570g

1710g

1590g

1650g
––––––

––––––

1720g

1370g

$1449

$1549

$1699

$699

$749

$489

$749

$749

$1499

Session 22mm 
Carbon MTB 
29er / 650b 
Clincher Disc

1450g

1490g

1550g

$1529

Fidelity hubs with 18h front / 16:8 rear Pillar Xtra 1420 spokes
Hit Single 
Carbon Clincher

$1749* Coming Fall 2014

E info@ridehifi.com
P 503.877.2313
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